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If Colleges Are Qood Things, Then Let Us Make Them Serve Us Well—Henry Qoddard Leach .
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PRICE TKN OKNTS

* PRICHER'S FORTY YARD RUN
THE
GIVES SCARE TO DARTMOUTH
NEWS
AS BOBCATS LOSE 14-0, SAT.
bees Than l.i\ in;; Wage
FROM

MURRAY AND SEAM0N TO REPRESENT
BATES IN EAST-WEST RADIO DEBATE
Scrappy Garnet Team Forces Big Green To Use
Regulars Whole Game—Bates Recovers
WITH IOWA UNIVERSITY OCTOBER 28
5 Of 8 Dartmouth Fumbles

For Teachers
The Week In The News
Liquor Advertising
Thinning Out The Bar

SCORES MADE IN
DEBATING SEASON
2nd, 4th PERIODS
OPENS THIS WEEK
Wendall May ':M, Walter
Bates Line Like Stone Wall
.Norton 115, and William Green—Plays On Even Terms
wood ':{(( will represent Hales
this Week in two debates that
With Dartmouth

Fifth Or A Million
In Rockefeller Center
Daily Paper For
Four colleges

8

REV.

Warns Against
Itoot legging
THOMAS

MUSGRAVE

X

THE teaching profession is one
of the weakest and most exploit d of labor. It i>s a common fact, according .to one observer, that there are hundreds of
teachers In Maine working for $10
per week, while the Textile code
guarantees a minimum of $13-? l i
per week. The Maine Teachers Association which will hold its convention in Lewiston 'next week may
take some action toward altering
this condition. There is a definite
moveim-nt afoot to collect information to present to the body.

Dartmouth
First Downs
11
First Downs by rushing
8
First Downs by passing
:$
Yards gained by rushing 148
Yards gained by passing 76
Yards lost by penalties
23

Bates
2
1
1
Bit
23
40

will open the varsity forensic
season for the college.
Friday evening the three
llaics dabsters will meet a team
at Middlebury College, and on
Saturday they will debate the
University of Vermont at Burlington. Both debates will be in
the Oregon Style, ami in Ixilh
cases there will be no deeision.
A resolution endorsing the
British system of radio broadcasting will be advanced by
Bates on both occasions.
—
:o:

Opposing Teams
Have Outstanding
Campus Leaders
Frank Murray Pres. Of
Class And Forensic _Council

^

BATES DEBATERS
An Editorial

Bates men and women, and they are scattered over the nation
can take considerable pride in the radio debate October 28 between
their Alma Mater and the University of Iowa. Not only is it 8
demonstration of the high estate of debating here and a demonstra
tion of Hates superiority over other institutions of the Kast in a
competitive, and intellectual activity, but it is also a tribute to Prof.
Brooks Quimby, whose efforts since coming here as coach seven
years ago, have been tireless and self-effacing.
Mr. Quiinby. himself a graduate in 1918, a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, letter man in track, and an outstanding debater, lias won a
niche in this community which is unchallenged. He is one of our BATES EASTERN
most popular professors, respected, and a closer personal friend to
LEAGUE CHAMPION
many students than their roommates. Coming to Hates from Deerinir
High, he assumed a coaching position already high in prestige. Prof.
Baird, now coach at Iowa, who preceded him, bad been no small luvva ('hoseii Because Of Imfactor in the success of Hates debating. .Mr. Quiinby was ambitious,
pressive Record Among
and, moreover, he put some of these ambitions into practice, so that
Big Ten Teams
four years ago Hates was admitted to the Eastern Intercollegiate
Lea-rue. Not content with just gaining admittance to an exclusive
By GORDON JONES
groap, his first entry annexed the championship. The following
Bates has been chosen to repreyear. Hates took second place, and last year came back to repeat its sent the Eastern Inter-Collegiate
first triumph. These accomplishments are -.'rand enough to rest upon Debating League in an East-West
normally; nevertheless, we will wager that the coach already lias
plans for more conquests.
A tribute to the coach is out of place if we ignore the two men
who will represent the college. Surely no finer men have ever spent
three successful years here than Frank Murray and Theodore Seamon. Personally popular, respected for high scholarship and a multiplicity of extra-curricular activities, they have been associated
with Mr. Quiinby since their freshman year. Hates will make a real
contribution when she graduates these men next spring.
There is no question of asking support for these men and one
of Hates traditional activities. We merely pay a tribute.

SEAMON MANAGER
By JACK RCGG
OF SCHOOL LEAGUE
Although beat,?n 14-0, the Bates
varsity football team offered Dartmouth such stubborn resistence last
Virgil Tacy Of Iowa Winner
Saturday, at Hanover, that the Big
Of Lowden Prize—HarriGreen failed to get within the Bates
twenty yard line . in the first and
son PreS. Debating
third periods and was forced to use
Board
her regulars throughout the whole
game.
The members of the teams repre, HE past week was one full of
The Bobcat eleven was a scrappy
senting both Bates and Iowa in the
news, as usual. In this country hard hitting club that was forced to
Bast-West debate on Saturday Oct.
General Johnson assumed the defeat only after worn down by
28 are outstanding men in their
role of public opinion Interpreter Dartmouth reserves. The game was
respective student bodies. For Bates,
lone enough to tell 'Labor that the som, what marred by the eight
public disapproves strikes; defaults fumbles of Dartmouth of which five
of German bonds in October totalled *ere recovered by the Bates team.
J200.000.000; and the August con- The Bobcats were handicapped by
sumption of cotton was the greatest the injuries received last w.ek by
in history. Elsewhere, Australia Moynihan and Purinton in the backem< rges from ' depression with all field and by Mendall, a scrappy lineforeign obligations paid showing a man.
surplus tor two years. Russia makes
Pricher Runs 40 Yards
ready to resist anbi-Soviet activity
A decided scare was thrown into WAS SPEAKER AT
in the Orient. Chemically treated the Dartmouth team on the third
OPENING CHAPEL
grain in London attains growth in play when Bill Pricher ran forty
six days usually requiring six weeks. yards to the Dartmouth forty yard
London Observer, famous weekly, is line.
Subject Is "Function Of
barred from Germany for criticizing
Both of the Dartmouth scores
the Reich.
Religion In Creating a
came late in the second and fourth
periods. In the second period, DartWorld < 'oiniimiiity"
HE Chicago Tribune and the mouth moved the ball into Bates
Kansas City Star join with the territory through yardage gained
Rev. Charles .Helsley, pastor of
Bates Student in refusing on the punting of Clark, Dartmouth the High Street Congregational
liquor advertising. The decision by halfback. Hedges and Kenny carried Church in Auburn, will speak this
these two influential dailies will, no the ball to the Bates fourteen yard evening in Chase Hall, at 6:45 P.M..
doubt, be followed by others, al- line. After losing two yards on three under the auspices of the Y.M.C.A.
though the practice will not be plays. Powers skirted the Bates His subject will lie the "Function of
widespread, for the reason that right end and scored. Pricher and Beliglon in Creating a World Commany papers already pinched finan- McLeod both nailed him but he slid munity".
cially, will yield to a lucrative over the goal line. The extra point
Bernard Loonier '34 will open
Auburn-Lewiston are host* this
source of revenue. Many college was successfully kicked by Hager- the meeting this evening, and inti-FRANK MURRAY
year to the Maine Teachers' Assoweeklies, among them the Amherst man.
duce thf speaker. The meeting will
ciation which will hold its thirtyStudent, have carried beer ads since
In the fourth period, after being begin at 6:45 o'clock, and is one both Theodore Seamon and Frank first Annual Convention In the twin
last spring. Their attitude on hard continually stopped by the Bates of a series being arranged by the Murray arc well known, not only at cities
on Wednesday, and Friday of
liquor ads will attract much atten- foreward line, Paige fumbl°d and Y.M.C.A. Francis A. Henson, promi- their home campus but at many next week. Bates will have an imtion.
Arthur, Dartmouth end, recovered nent economist-labor leader, was the other institutions of the east. Both portant share in the entertainment
on the Bates eleven yard line. After
are local boys.
of these guests, a large part of whom
are themselves Bates graduates. On
AVIS 'Simmons, vice-{president two plays which failed to pierce the
Theodore Beaasoa
of the American Bar Ass'n, in Bates line. Strangle, the fastest of
Theodore Seamon is president of Thursday and Friday, the convention
the
Gig
Green
halfbacks,
ran
around
a recent speech suggested a
the Men's Politics club and has been will make use of many of the colpartial return to the guild system, the left side of the Bates line and
a representative of it at several in- lege, buildings; Bates' chief contriat least in the law, when he said, in scored standing up. Again, the .point
ter-collegiate conferences. During bution to the program of activities
public, things lawyers and judges after the touchdown was successhis High School days Seamon was will be th." Banquet for Bates Alumhave been privately saying for fully kicked by Hagerman. With this
the state Oratorical champion, and ni to be given in Chase Hall Thurstalent; the quality is lower; and the play the Dartmouth scoring for the
since then has done four successful day evening.
day stopped and the Big Green
of lawyers.
GOT. Brann To Speak
years of forensic work' here at college. At present he is doing honors
Conditions which may force the machine stalled and failed to dent
The
conference opens with a soline.
work in Economics and is student cial gathering and dance Wednesday
government to require certificates of the BatesSecond
Bates
Surge
assistant
in
Argumentation.
For
public convenience from lawyers
evening. Thursday and Friday will
second Bates surge and scori wo years he has run the Hiah be devoted to conferences and
are the same, the Boston Herald ingThe
opportunity
came
in
the
fourth
School
debating
leagues.
Seamon
says, as those which have produced period when Oilman recovifired Jack
lectures outstanding among which
graduated from Lewiston High and are a lecture demonstration In
stagnation and cut-throat business. Hill's fumble on the Dartmouth
is
living
in
Lewiston.
We have a heavy surplus of legal
modern scientific research called,
one yard line. The ball, howFrank Murrav
talent; the quality is lower; and the twenty
the "House of Magic", and a speakever,
was
lost
on
downs
to
Dartnumbers of lawers increasing con- mouth after two .passes were just
Frank Murray, who graduated ing program of exceptional strength
stantly. Our life is so irttermeshed
from Edward Little High School, including Governor Brann.
Th? prospectus of the convention
that any possible changes will be missed.
Auburn, is president of the debatThroughout the game the heavy
reflected throughout society.
ing council, is president of his class calls attention to the importance of
aggressive Bates foreward wall
for the third time, and is a member reorganization and advancement of
offered a stone wall to the flashy
of the student council. He is state education in the State to meet the
MORE on the trend toward a Dartmouth backs and played the
inter-collegiate oratorical champion inroads which the depression has
centralized (population. Rocke- Dartmouth line even during the
and student assistant in English, in made on education as well as other
REV CHAS. W. HELSLEY
feller Center, engineers es- aifternoon. Michelet and Capt. Glawhich field he was chosen to do circles. A large attendance Is extimate, even allowing for ten per zier of Dartmouth were impressive
work. Murray is at present pected this year.
cent vacancies, will have a combined in the Dartmouth line as were Soba, speaker at the first meeting in the honors
making bis home in Lewiston.
Annual Affair
total of tenants and daily visitors Oilman, Stone and Lindholm in the series.
Virgil Tacy
S|>oke At First Chanel
The
Bates
Alumni gathering
of 215,000, about equal to the Bates line. Powers and Stanglo
The representatives of the Iowa
Mr. Helsley, representing the
evening is an annual afimputation of Syracuse or Hartford. seamed the best of the Dartmouth churches
team are no less distinguished than Thursday
of
Lewiston
and
Auburn.
A working population of 34,000, backs, while Pricher. Wellman and delivered an address at the first the Bates men. Virgil Tacy. who is fair and represents the second most
and a transient business population Paige carried well for Bates. The chapel service of the year. He usual twenty-one years old. is a senior at important gathering of Bates graduof 180,000 have been provided for game was hard played throughout, ly speaks on the campus several the University and has participated ates throughout the year. Only at
moreover, full occupancy means a with Dartmouth having the advant- times during the college year, and in numerous inter-collegiate and in- commencement do more graduates
combined num'ber greater than that age on the punting and producing a the Y.M.C.A. fe 1 that he has proved ternational debates. Among them get together at one time. The profew perfectly executed plays, two of to be popular with a large number are Northwestern, Purdue, Oxford, gram for entertainment at this affair
of any city in 26 of the 48 states.
which scored. With the return of
Illinois, Trinity College (Dublin), features the Bates musical clubs
and McLeod. capable Bates of students.
Texas. Florida, and several others. under the direction of Professor
THE first of its kind, the Inter- Toomey
Continued
on
Page
2,
Col
S
Continued on Page 4, Col 7
He is winner of the Frank Lowden Crafts.
collegiate Daily News, a pubprize for excellence in debate, is a
lication covering events and
member of the Phi Kappa Psi fraopinions on the four campuses of
ternity, and is assistant announcer
the Connecticut Valley, Amherst
at radio station WSCT.
Mass. State, Smith, and Mount HolyJohn Harrison
oke. made its initial appearance a
John Harrison, who is nineteen
week ago.
years old, has participated in many
The .paper will appeal to all the
Much of the interest evinced in of the faculty and administration, Western Conference debates. He is
students on the various campuses, the coming one-aot plays to be pre- which was»as follows:
president of Delta Sigma Rho, presiMr Fallon. Dr. Leonard; Mrs. dent of Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity,
inasmuch as there has always been *nted bv the 4-A Players on Nokeen competitive and cooperative vember 9 and 10 may be accounted Fallon. Mrs. Harms; Mrs. Tarpey, president of the Intercollegiate DeChase; Mrs. Tulley. the late i bate Board at the University and an
spirit among them. The ieditorial
for perhaps by the fact hat one of Mrs.
Four Lewiston people and one
board is made up of two Smith
Smith
'•Spreading the News" by Mrs. Hartshorn; Magistrate, H. \V.
Auburn man are among the 32
graduates and"one"from Mount Ho-j the plays
Howe;
Joe
Muldoon,
Prof.
McDoPlayers.
r\ „~~.-»- wfli* eiven seventeen
of the Bates varsity delyoke. Three students from each col- Lady ^^^pu. with many nald; Tim Casey. Mr. Andrews; j The debate brings to-gether an members
bating squad announced Tuesday
Shawn
Early.
Prof.
Knapp;
Jim!
™u
with
interesting
group
of
student
leaders
lege gather the news
of the p-ople now connected
Ryan, Prof. Harms; Jack Smith, Dr. in a forensic activity that may show night by Prof. Brooks Quimby, coach
debating.
Britain.
,
, „
sharp contrast of debating styles of The
women on the squad are:
As
was
announced
last
weeK,
'Mrs.
and
methods
between
the
east
and
Jtime
teeiotauei, sSU.H---— _„„
time teetotaller,
^ Qn Wednesday evening Chase is playing the identical 'part
Lillian Bean. Elizabeth Foster, Marthe
west.
world a year ago when he. witn
garet Perkins, all 1935; Isabella
10. 1916, in the Rand Ha.l in this yeaT's performance as she
other imillionnaires, joined a .move- May
Fleming, Priscilla Heath, and Dorobefore the members of did seventeen ytars ago. Needless to
ment to repeal the 18th Amendment. gymnasium
thy Martin, Ruth Rowe, all 1936;
The Round Table. The second perMany contended that it was a cons- formance was on Saturday evening. say, the faculty is looking forward
and Margaret McKusick '37.
interest
to
the
presentpiracy to .defeat the Amendment Mav 27, 1916. in the Little Theater with much
De iven
The men are: James Balano, Rog
by the members of
with the result that the taxes to be tar'the (benefit of the Y.W.C.A. "Sil- ation t°
bert Fitterman, Frank Murray, and
4-A
and
Heelers.
derived from legal sale would cut _ ._- ^ quote from
Theodore Seamon. all seniors; J.
The students who will take part
the income taxes of men like the *er Bay *
journal of the
E;eni
Harold Smith '34, business man- Gordon Jones, Ralph Musgrave,
lu
the
play
next
month
are:
John
Mellons. DuPonts, and others.
I ^^f^ay, "was well attend- David '3 4, who will have the lead- ager of the Bates Student, was op- Walter Norton, Bond Perry, and Ray
With xepeal in sight. Rockefeller,^ by an audience consisting largely ing part; Charlotte Harmon '35, as erated on for appendicitis this morn- Stetson, all juniors; Edward Muslast week counselled the nation to , c0^,js" .That afternoon Bates had Mrs. Fallon; Charlotte Stiles '36, ing, at the C. M. G. Hospital. Dr. kie. Fred Smith, Alonzo Conant,
take care lest it allow bootlegging, j won a Baseball game with Colby by Mrs. Tully; Joy Dow '35, Jack Joseph W. ScanJiell was the surgeon. Roger Fredland, Irving Isaacson,
Again many claim he looks to reve-' t"he"«c"ow of 9-8. After the play, the Smith;
William
Hamilton
'37, Smith has had appendix trouble for Robert Lawrence, Carleton Mabee,
nue and smaller income taxes. He students had a celebration on Mt. Shawn Early; Willard Higgins '35. some time, "but it "as not until yes- William Greenwood, all sophomores;
David over the victory of the game. Tim Casey; Arthur Amrein '34, and t rday that it became acute. He is peter Courtis, Xjiwrence Floyd, Jasays "nothing is to be gained
resting as comfortably as can be ex- mes Grosshard, John Mark, William
which serves mainly to satisfy conThe play, coached by Prof. Robin- Clifton D. Gray, Jr. '36. David will pected, hospital officials said.
Metz, all freshmen.
science". Certainly sounds materialalso
coach
the
play.
son, had a cast made up of members
istic.

T

Rev. Helsley To
Speak in Chase
To-night at 6:45

Auburn Pastor Is Popular Figure On
Bates Campus

Debate Will Be
Broadcast Over
N.B.C. Network

Bates Team To Speak
From Boston, Iowa
From Chicago

BATES TO AID IN TEACHERS'
CONVENTjONHERENEXT WEEK

T

Gathering- Will Make Use Of Many College
Buildings-Banquet For Bates
Alumni Thursday Night

D

!|4-A To Present Same Play Qiven
17 Years Ago B> Faculty Members

Coach B. Quimby
Announces Squad
Of 32 Debaters

HAROLD smfinF
IN C. M. G. HOSPITAL

Spofford Club
Plans to Obtain
Noted Speakers
Sandburg, Untermeyer,
Or Eastman May
Appear Here
At a meeting of the Spofford Club
last evening, new members were
initiated in the same manner as
last year, though the procdure of
the meeting was not called an initiation and some members did not
read their own work.
The officers of the Spofford Club
are anxious to have the members
contribute as much as possible to
the Garnet, in the hope that a large
number of the articles printed will
be those of club members. The programs ifor the next few mo tings will
be devoted entirely to the work of
the members, and there will be no
readings or recitations of passages
from greater authors as has 'been
the custom in past years. From now
on the Spofford Club will be an
organized literary club for those
who wish to do creative writing.
The club is planning to obtain a
speaker for a date later in the year.
Carl Sandfburg, Louis 1'ntermey.pr,
and Max Eastman are under consideration by the program committee at this time.

THEODORE SEAMON'
radio debate with Iowa University,
to be held Saturday, October 28 at
6:00 P. M. over the W.IZ network
HI the National Broadcasting Company. As champions of the League,
Bates earned the right to meet a
representative of the Big Ten Conferehca in this intersectional contest. At the end of lust year's season
Bates and Wesleyan were tied in tho
.lumber of debates won, but by a
larger number of judges' votes
Bates earned the championship.
Bates Chow Iowa
Iowa I'niversity was one of several of the Big Ten teams to have an
equal standing in their league, but
when the records were submitted to
the- Eastern Inter-Collegiate league.
Bates as the League representative
chose Iowa as having the most impressive record. Both institutions
are to be represented by the men
most responsible for the success of
their respective teams during the
last season. The team from Iowa
will debate from an NBC studio in
Chicago; Bates from the Boston
studio.
The Eastern Inter-Collegiate Debating League is an organization of
some of the major colleges and universities of the east for the purpose
of furthering inter-collegiate debating. Some of its members are Amherst, Bates, Brown. Lafayette.
Mount
Holyoke,
Pennsylvania.
Princeton. Smith, Wesleyan, Williams, Vassar and Yale. It was under last year's president, Dwicht
Morrow Jr. of Amherst, that this
inter-sectional contest was arrangContinird on Page 8, Col O

Erie Renwick, Bates

y

18f To Sing

With Opera Company At Music Hall
The many Bates students who
plan to hear the opera CARMEN"
when it is sung in English October
23rd at the Music Hall will see a
former member of the Bates Glee
Club, who has gone on to eminent
success in operatic and concert
work, taking the colorful role of
Escamillo. Mr. Erie Renwick. who
since his graduation in 1918 has
studied in Boston, New York, and
Milan, has been leading baritone in
the San Carlos Opera Company, thBoston English Opera Company, and
the American Opera Company, and
is well known throughout New England as a concert artist. As Esca-|
millo. his rendition of THE TOREADOR SONti reveals new beauties
hidden in that justly popular selection; and his rich, virile voice and
dramatic ability are at their best in
his favorite characterization of the
dashing, boastful toreador.
The Maine State Opera Company
which he has organized is a branch
of the National State Opera Association, which has for its purpose the
popularizing of opera throughout
the smaller cities of the nation. This

is to be done by singing all its
productions in English, and by doing
away with the bombastic gestures
and vocal fireworks which have hurt
opera in the past. The cast is entirely professional with a chorus picked
from the entire state "and a full
orchestra under the direction of
Professor
Crafts.
The
colorful
Spanish costumes and the varied
stage settings which add so much
to the charm of CARMEN will be
complete in every detail.
The major roles of Carmen. Don
Jose, and Zuniga, will be taken by
Maria Iacovino, Patrick Killikelly.
and John Moncrieff respectively. All
three were stars with the American
Opera Company, and the first two '
have taken these same parts before
the Opera Comique in Paris; whi!o
Mr. Moncrieff's ability may be judged from the fact that he has doubled
for Chaliapin as Mephistoph°les in
FAUST.
Besides Mr. Renwick and Professor Crafts. Babes is also represented
in this organization by William
Marshall '28, who is in charge of
Continued on Page 3, Col I
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BATES STUDENT
THOMAS W. MUSORAVE, '34
Editor - Ip - OUef
<T«1. 3662-11)
Publishing Ofllce t«L 4190
NEWS STAFT
.
.
. IfMaflnf Editor
Oity Editor
Isidore Arlk. « <Tg- »»«*>
'.
irarold Bailey, '36 (Tel. 3S3»S>
Women's Editor
Elizabeth Saunders. 34 «».4653)
.
Woaen's Athletics
Dorothy Klmball, '35 (Tel. 3206)
' . Intercollegiate Editor
Margaret Horie, '35 .
. Debate Editor
Albert Oliver. 34 (T.l. 358)
. ^^ ■
■
Pauline
Jones
'34. Elisabeth
Abbott
Smith '34,
RutS '»
Carter
Wa,re '3o,
Abbot! Smith
34. Dorothy
»»™<>r MrAlli.ter/»4.
"" .?R ,Trl M lllkin
T«in■« Murray '35, Stowell Ware
-.oger
36,
6 Thelma
36, y

women who conic here to live a fuller and liner lite with ^ all that
means—-Aether on the farm, in industry, or in professions".
We have pone to some length to print a revolutionary doctrine
of education with which w.e are in complete accord, not Duly because we feel Hates men and women should have access to such a
commanding point of view, but mainly because it is mystifying that
a college and its new president are so abreast of the times that they
permit this farsigbted speech to be delivered.
If in years lo come, college men and the youth of the country
can save our society, it will not be by those students who have
cloistered themselves, but by young people who have faced the alternatives of socialism, communism and altered capitalism before the
need for them arrived. We are in a state of national experimentation
now because we must experiment. Social changes have been tabooed
as discussion so long that now we have no preconceived ideas of how
to act. but must resort to a Ii It or miss method.

NEWS
.

CJ0»W*»»'>»

By MARGARET HOXIF

Student Group
Climbs Bigelow
In Three Hours

STUDENT SUPPLIES
RADIO FOR GAME

Twenty-One Climbers
Enjoy Trip Up
Mountain

Students uiUble to Utttend
the Bates-Dartmouth game last
Saturday were afforded the next
best thing, however, when a radio was installed in the Little
Theater. The fifty or sixty students present were able to hear
a play by play description of
the exciting game at Hanover.
The
radio
was
supplim
through the courtesy „r n,,.
Lawrence >lu»ic Company and
was installed in Litth- Theater
under the direction of the stu.
dent, with the cooperation r,f
the Student Council.
The radio program, which
was broadcast over the Van.
kee Network, came in clearly,
and the announcers presented a
vivid
description
throughout
the game.
,
:o:
-.

At B. U. School of Law things are
in a normal state. Of six prominent
students when asked this r.uastion:
"Would vou marry while an underSix A. M. Sunday, and 21 enthusiastic mountain climbers assembled
graduate if the Bart's f
three said "yeas' in front of the chapel with visions
to support you?
of breakfast and then a climb up
<*nd three said "no".
tant class action is taken by the
B. U. News.
Mount Bigelow before lunch.
Federation than that approved by
At Northwestern University
the
After a slight delay the hungrytheir Washington convention, then co-eds who had promised to remain band was transported
to Auburn,
the
title
is
a
deserved
on?.
The
infaithful to their loves who lived tar where the Auburn 'Lunch cater.-d to
Uathan trtlhurr. 'S4; Editor
Saufcders
'36,
Ed
Wintson
'35.
fluence
of
John
L.
Lewis
of
the
fast
away have organized and will refuse th-e lusty appetites.
.lark Rug? '34, Damon Siejsjn '36. Bob
growing United Mine Workers Union all dates with university students.
WsnrBss BOARD
****** JUnig.r
Once more the would-be climbers
is
on
the
ascendancy.
No
more
inCharles Povey, '34
. Burtim* Manager
According to the latest reports the started with the foot of the mounHarold Smith, '34
fluential
labor
racketeer
ever
trod
Ralph Mungrave '35, '.lamea Oliver '85
group has
now grown to
three tain designated as the next stopping
the boards of their convention hall. members.
place. The Crip was made without
250 r
n
n
Single Copies, Ten Cents.
"The weakness of organized labor in
According to the Carnegie Tar- incident,
except for three cars
Written Notice of change
S
America has been largely ascribable tan, the most worried individual in making a wrong turn and going
„,. ;"k b.to«tlw i..«.HZ which the change is to, «■»,
By 1X>N'AI,I> M. SMITH
Published Wednesdny
to the ineptitude and corruption oi the college is the drum major who. about 5 mites before being over1 Ember of New England Inter.bllegiate Newspaper *«•>"»<'"' seeond class matter of
NEXT WAR
its 1 adore." The re-birth of the it seems, goes through the most aw..ring ... • 'ollege Year by StudenU of Bates Cortege. Entered a
'hiring
taken by John Hanley.
the poet offi.-e at Lrwiaton. Maine
The German break with the dis- labor movement must be attended by- ful agony of fear and trembling beTen-thirty, and
the
so-called
for all material appearing in the editorial armament
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themselves out of the system as to face for all the people the social fKNSORSHIP—I". S. STYLE
the distinguished English economist. card.
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without
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reported
problems involved in the system, are abundantly able to save 0111
R. H. Macy and Company, one of John Maynard Keynes, about the
casualty and
the
arrival
upon
th.- largest N. Y. department stores evils of inflation in Germany, it is
economic life from its humanity. But now is the time to say that.
campus in the early evening closed
These are not the words of a disgruntled socialist or communist; owned by Jews, has continued to buy timely to recall a more recent utteran enjoyable day.
goods. In a full page news- ance of Mr. Keynes: "To bring up
they were spoken not long ago by the foremost Baptist preacher in German
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"Mary and Esther Abramson, EveThose girls attending the Y.W.C.
the'country:
Harry Emerson Fosdick.
certain statements about their policy ion to capital expenditures by the
U
Elizabeth tDoolittle, A. 'meeting this evening in Rand
The pastor of the High Street lyn Crawford,
Drive "New Vo'rk," was'confributed by one of the greatest exponents to counteract a boycott by the Jews. state is like warning a patient who
Hayden.
Marjorie Moody, Hall reception room will have the
of the individualistic system—the elder Rockefeller. Dr. rosdick is Mr. Samu.'l Untermeyer a.; president is wasting away from emanciation Church is a student of personality, Frances
an educational psychologist. He Elizabeth 6tev.?ns, Elizabeth Stock- opportunity to hear 'Professor Grosfar removed from being ah alarmist, and yet he uttered these words of the American League for the of the dangers of excessive corpu- and
of his exis especially interested in the place well. Priscilla Walker, Beulah Wild- venor Robinson speak
Defense of Jewish Right was refused lency."
in a sermon at one of the services of his Riverside church. The Stu- by
of religion in helping an individual er, Philip Brown, Francis Clark, Ed- periences in Russia this lost sumthree N. Y. morning newspapers
dent prints this editorial not to try to teach the world, but m a sin- the use of the same adv.. rtising
to adapt himself to his environment, ward Decatur, Russell Hager, John mer.
Gordon
The World Fellowship Committee,
cere effort to bring the thoughts of one of our best minds to a college columns to challenge the accuracy
ind in his talk this evening will Hanley, Clarence Hebert,
jrobably discuss some phases of this Jones, Dr. Wright. Mrs. Rowe, Mrs. under the leadership of Olive Grover
and sincerity of some of the stateMill 1 1 t'll ft'
Sawyer and Connie iSawyer.
'34, had its first meeting last Montopic.
He pierces truly to the core of the world economic problem to- ments. The newspapers were the
Taught At Bute*
day evening. This committee, first
H'rald Tribune, and Ameriday when he charges capitalism with being selfish, an "individualism Times,
organized to send money to Hazel
He was born in Denison, Iowa in
can.
dominated bv the profit motive altogether too much". He is right SOCIALIST LKADER
1893. After graduating from SimpLing in China to aid her in securing
William Bushman '37, of West- son College, he attended the Boston
when be declares that the "business brajns of the western world
an education, is beginning a study
The Socialist movement of the
of world problems with a series of
have been too intent "to make money for themselves out of the world lost a beloved leader in .the field, Mass., narrowly escaped se- University School of Theology and
Injury last Thursday after- did graduate work at the Harvard
reports on foreign countries which
svstem". instead of being guided by an unselfishness that would lead passing of Morris Hillguit. An immi- rious
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wht
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which
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will be a background for further
from Riga, he rose to a comii "to face for all the people the social problems involved m flu grant
manding position in the bar. Had he riding wp Bardwell Street, crashed for five years at the Iowa State Col- car Gustav Miller '32, son of Mr. thought and discussion. An invitasvstem."—the proper wage for its workers and their economic wel- chosen other paths, he would have into a car coming along Russell lege and before the War was the Gustav Miller of South .Portland, tion to attend these meetings in
risen to place and power. He pre- Street. Bushman was thrown heavi- state "Y" secretary in Iowa. 'He has recently arrived at the Pennsylvania Room 4 6. Rand Hall, is extended to
fare.
What is the basis for his strong assertion/ It is this: as the ferred the satisfaction of service for ly, landing on his face, the right bean the minister at the Congrega-1 State College of Optometry, in every Y.W.C.A. member who is
of which was badly cut. He was tional Church since 1928 and is Philadelphia, where he will study- interested in world affairs.
profiteering psychology of the war period sank into the sunset of the the emancipation of the working side
taken to the college infirmary where very active in community affairs. He to be an eye specialist.
class
through
the
•medium
of
the
1
passing years."we sensed that the whole economic structure was
h received treatment.
is chairmen of the Lewiston-Auburn
Miller was born
in South PortParty.
Alumni Meeting
basically wrong. There is small wonder that Walter Lippman in one Socialist
LAIIOR TRUST
The horse, of the Burns Riding Community Chest and is a member land, Oct. 1, 1910, and graduated
of his recent writings leaves us with the significant words: "Instead
'Mr. Harry W. flowe was in RutFor want of a better name the School, received a bad cut on his of the NRA Compliance Board. Rev. from the Edward Little High School
of economic security, we have been plunged into the greatest eco- I. W. W.'s used to term the Am rt- neck but was otherwise unhurt.
Helsley also taught at Bates in 1930 at Auburn in 1928. He received his land. Vormont last Thursday where
The name of the driver was not when he took the place of Prof. science degree here at Bates with he attended a meeting of the Bates
nomic catastrophe of modern times." No one can accuse this brilliant can Federation of Labor not a union
Purington.
the class of 1932.
Alumni Association of Vermont.
journalist of being rash in the use of his superlatives. Therefore, but a "job trust." If no more mili- obtained.
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FRESHMAN ESCAPES
SERIOUS ACCIDENT

these words must arrest, willy-nilly, our attention and thought.
We Americans can have only the highest respect for our President in his heroic efforts to change depression into prosperity. But
the problem is deeper than the NRA and President JJoosevelt's plan
lor economic recovery, according to one authority. The essential
question is: (Ian capitalism so arrange its affairs industrially and
commercially all over the world that it can preserve the fine delicate
balance between reasonable profits for itself and adequate, right
wage and economic welfare for its laborers? When millions are out
of work in not one but many countries, something is wrong; and it
is idle and futile to imagine that our economic life can go on with
that kind of program.
Moreover, the fact remains that the system does not exist for
the real good of the worker. If it did how are we to explain the
millions of men out of work and the grinding poverty we see on
every side? And this in an industrial, agricultural, and economic
condition that turns out an abundance of goods. It is no wonder that
Count Tolstoy, the great Russian thinker, said, "The rich are willing to do anything for the poor except get off their backs".
President Roosevelt is right. What is needed is a new deal. Men
must get away from their selfishness. The boss needs to treat his men
fairly: the worker on his part needs to give honest service. Is there
any hope that this ideal condition will be brought about? It there
any hope that class wars will end, and all people will live unselfishly !

■
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Mass State
A simple college ceremony at Amherst two
„
• ' \r ax. weeks ago took on a signiflance which may
Recognizes Youth haye ^p meaning to America's College
youth. Indeed the inaugural of Hugh Potter Baker to head the State
College was more than an inauguration. It was the dedication of an
old institution to a wider service—one that has a significance to us
at Bates, wondering, as we are, whether we should take an active
interest now in the society another generation has nearly wrecked
or whether we should wait, find a solace in books alone, and then,
upon graduation, discover a world selfish, corrupt, and heedless of
refreshing ideas. We are standing, unfortunately, without purpose,
at the cross-roads of these two^ Mass. .State is not. Gov. Ely and the
23 college presidents who participated must have wondered whether
they were attending a wake or a revolution. They saw a new college
launched; "State", whieh announced to all that the eulfure has been
taken out of agriculture.
Ghosts must have wept in this rededication away from the practical ideas of the founders of the late Aggie. This change was a student revolution, and a rather-violent, if bloodless, one. It is still going on, says Louis Lyons of the Boston Globe, and, he continues, by
far the most important address was delivered by the president of
the Student Senate-—Alvan Ryan." He sonn4ed the keynote of revolt.
"There has been," said Ryan, "a new spirit on this campus in
the last few years. More and more students have come searching for
something deeper and more sigpjncant than the practical courses in
agriculture and mechanic atts. The change in the name is in a small
way symbolic of what °ne faculty fljeOiber has called a renaissance."
"Ryan went on daringly," according to Lyons, "to challenge the
new president, who is 4 'dppgl)ty-minded fellow, who threes on
challenges."
"Those who have fought to widen the scope of the institution."
Ryan said, "have met opposition at many hands. It seems to be high
time that ouf of {he conflicting notipps about education, held by
various members of this college, we develop an idea of education
worthy of that name".
The new president, naturally restricted fc»y trustees, etc., must
have nearly satisfied young Byayn and feflqyv revolBt}pnists When he
said, "The college 18 determined to fioutinue to prepare the men and

OSCAR MILLER '32
STUDYING IN PENNA.
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I'VE SWUNG
many a stick and I know
how to spin 'em.
I've smoked many a
cigarette and I know how
to taste 'em.
"Chesterfields are milder
they taste better—and
man they do satisfy!"

nesterfi
© 1933, LIGGETT & Mmi TOBACCO CO,

the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
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DAYTON V. TAYLOR STUDYING
AT UNIVERSITY JN LONDON
Former Member Of Class Of 1936 On Tour
Scotland By Bicycle—Fails To Enter
Sorbonne—Too Expensive
Correspondence recently received
0g campus from Dayton V. Taylor
^•35 substantiates the rumors that
he is spending this year studying
•broad. In a letter received by James
W. Balano '34 last week,
Taylor
said. "I have been In (Paris a week
but have decided that the Sorbonne
iS too expensive—left for London—
eot accepted there." 'He did not state
however Just which of the many
London universities had accepted
him.
Taylor is abroad with a friend of
long standing who has in former
times travelled extensively
in Europe- They sailed late in September
on th? S. S. Paris of the French Line
and after the usual five days crossing proceeded to Paris where, as
Taylor said, they were forced to
change their minds about studying
in Paris.
Coin? to London
the two
adventurers decided upon spending the
Ini rim between their arrival
and
the time for the beginning of their
courses by taking a bicycle trip
through Northern
England
and
Scotland. Those on the campus
knowing Taylor will rightly guess
that he will take the 'proverbial 'low
r0a : on this trip through Scotland,
lift writes that the costs of studying and living in London are below
that in the United States, and seems
especially surprised
that
tuition
costs are much lower.
An interesting sidelight on "Dayt'e' continued interest in Bates is
shown by his asking that clippings
relating to the Bates football team
be forwarded him.
Upperclaesmen
will remember Taylor as a stellar
guard on the last year's 'sophomore'
tram that held Yale. In the States
Series Taylor exhibited some fine
playing.
—

Treas. of Bates
JUNIOR CABARET
(Garnet Editorial
COMMITTEE CHOSEN ^ ^^
Given Important
The Committee for the Junior
Of
Cabaret, the fir.it formal dance of
sea.--o;i. has
b an
appointed.
Writing Contest
Gov^Position the
Charle:■■ the Chairman. The

Juniors Elect
Miss Leadbetter
New Secretary

Geo. W. Lane, Jr, Local
Banker, Active In
State Affairs

A great honor was awarded George W. Lane, Jr. of Lewiston, when
President Roos'.velt appointed him
New England regional adviser of the
Federal Emergency Administration
of Public Works. Ten of these regional advisers were appointed after
th • last Congress voted to appropriate $3,300,000,000 for this work
on the unemployment crisis.
Mr. Lane is a 'prominent business!
man and banker of Lewiston. One of
Ma most important offices Is" that of
Members of the junior class met treasurer of Bates College, a posias a group for the first time this tion which he has held since 191S.
year in the Little Theater Wednes- As a proof of versatilitv. Mr. Lane
day noon. The meeting was called by is Pres. of the Lewiston Trust Company, has interests in the Maine and
Milton Lindholm, new president.
The purpose of the junior clas3 New Hampshire Theatres Companv
meeting was to elect a secretary to is President of the Auburn Wood
replace Margaret Avery, who has Heel Company, and of the Rumford
transferred to Simmons College; and Publishing Company, and is also a
to make plans for the Junior Caba- member of the Auburn Water Disret. Margaret Avery
was
elected trict Board. Last February he was
secretary of the class three suc- named by Gov. Brann as a member
cessive times, and was one of the of the Maine Advisory Council ot
outstanding representatives of the Health and Welfare.
His position as New England rejuniors.
The class of 1933 selected as their gional director will be one of great ;
the
new secretary Barbara Leadbetter. responsibility for it involves
Other nominees were Charlotte Har- expenditure of a large amount of
money. About $300,000,000
has
mon and Jean Murray.
President Lindholm stated that it been alloted to the New England
was customary for the class to ar- territory. For this work Mr. Lane
range a Junior Cabaret, and suggest- will make Boston his headquarters.
Betty Fosdick
"35 is the steped that the members present elect a
committee to arrange for the affair. daughter of Mr. Lane.
.
:o:
But Gordon Jones, former president!
of the class, was not in sympathy
with the president's suggestion, and
he made a motion to have the •president appoint a committee. The
motion made "by Jones was approved
by the class.

Transfer Of Margaret
Avery To Simmons
Causes Election

:o:

Erie Renwick
Continued from Page 1
ticket sales, and by Ernest Ratten
'31. the publicity director. Wishing
that Bates may fall in line with this
progr-^sive movement to have opera
in the language of the people, they
are giving all students of the local
college a chance to attend at the
same rates offered to high school
and public school pupils. The premiere of October 2.3rd will play to
a house which has been subscribed
for its full capacity; but a block of
seats has been reserved for Bates
men and women who wish to attend
the special (performance given Wednesday, October 25th. to students
and to teachers attending
their
annual convention.

ONE MATCH PLAYED
IN TENNIS TOURNEY
The All-College tennis tourney
that was scheduled to have started
about two weeks ago has made but
little progress. Only one match has1
been recorded and that through default.
As college opens late and the cold
weather sets in soon, it is almost
impossible to run off a tournament
of this kind in the short time left.
Last year draw cards were made of
those freshmen who were interested in playing but this also was a
total failure.
It was expected that this year the
interest would run high since, for
the first time, a silver trophy for
the winner has been offered by a
local business man. Coach Tufts was
in hopes that the tournament might
be run off in order to uncover any
possible varsity material.

other members ot" -the committee for
arrangi-m; i:t, are William Fellows.
Norman Greig, Evelyn Anthol and
Betty Dorr ■' Tie committee has
not met as yet, and no definite plans

Johnnv Stanton
Lives Anew at
Freshman Ride

Ruth M. Briggs,
Clifford Jordan
To Marry Nov. 18

Wedding ~Will Be In'
Chapel—Music By
Prof. Crafts
Of interest to Bates students and
alumni is the marriage of Miss Ruth
\I. Briggs, '32 to Clifford R. Jordan,
'24. which will take place Nov. IS
at Bates College Chapel
with Dr.
Rayborn L. Zerby officiating. Prof.
Seldon T. Crafts will play the wedding music.
Miss Briggs, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold T. Briggs, Mechanic
Falls, was prominent in dramatics
while at Bates. Many will remember
her in the role of Katherine in "The
Taming of th" Shrew". She was a
member of Women's Student Government, was president of the Macfarlane club in her senior year, a

Next Alumni Day To Bo
100th Anniversary
Of His Birth

Prizes To Be Awarded—
Other Changes In
Garnet Plans
A prize contest, rare on the Bates
Campus, is announced by the editorial staff of the Garnet, the competition to be in the writing of essays
and short stories. The winners will
be suitably awarded, and their
writing will be published in the
Thanksgiving edition of the quarterly. Stories and essays must be submitted before Nov. 15, when a committee of judges consisting of Mme
Gilbert. Mr. Berkelman and Mr. Bertocci, assisted by members of the
rjarnet Staff, will'select the winners.
Further plans for the next publication of the Garnet have been
made, involving important changes
in the make-up and in the tyipe of
material used. Much good material
has air ady been turned in; further
contributions should be made before Nov. 23. It is hoped that papers
on many subjects by students in all
departments of the college wiU be
submitted to the judges of this contest, and the h. ads of all departments are being asked to cooperate
with the editorial staff in urging
honor students especially to enter
the contest. In this way the magazine may be representative of a
■larger percentage of the interests of
students of the campus.

One of Bates' most prized possessions, the memory of Uncle Johnny
Stanton.
was
again
reverently
brought forth last Saturday afternoon when Prof. Chase discussed the
life of the man at the annual freshman Stanton
Ride, held on the
shores of Lake Auburn.
Prof. Chase described the ideals,
aete of friendliness, and mannerisms
that exclusively belong to Uncle
Johnny
and
he
mentioned
the
various things still on campus that
are the results of his earnest and
hearty endeavors. According to Prof.
Chase, next Alumni Day wilj be the
one" hundredth anniversary of the
"We are changing from an unbirth of Prof. Stanton,
limited monarchy to a really demoImmediately upon reaching the cratic
government."—Gov. Gifford
fish hatchery, the group found blaz-j pinchot of Pennsylvania,
ing fires for roasting and the rest
of the "eats" ready. Following this
lunch, a picture was taken of the
intire group, following which Prof.
Chase gave his talk.
Robert Johnston '34 lead the
party through a series of games before the gromp started on the hiko
over Mt. Gil■•. A stop was made on
the hillside by the marker where
many years ago a Miss Louise
Greene, a student at Kent's Hill, had
perished within two weeks of her
graduation, after having wandered
there in a state of despondency because she had been falsely accused
at school. The final stop before returnlng was at the well-known cider
mill.
Among the faculty members on
the Ride were: Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Rowe. Prof, and Mrs. Chase, Prof,
and Mrs. Mabee. Prof, and Mrs. IIovey, and Dr. and Mrs. Zerby.
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member of Phi Sigma Iota, and an
officer in W. A. A.
Mr. Jordan is assistant principal
at Westbrook high school and he was
at one tim > principal of the Mechanic Falls high school. While at
Bates Mr. Jordan was a baseball
letter man. He was a graduate of
Edward Little high school. Auburn
in class of 191S.

Theodore I. Seaiuon '34 und Frank
S Murray '34 both of Lewiston, for
Bates, and Virgil Tacy^J4 of CounContinued from Page 1
cil Bluffs, Iowa, and John Harrison
ed. Mr. Morrow will preside at the '34 of Oakland. Iowa. All of these
men are outstanding among the undebate.
Timed To Second
dergraduates of their respective InsThe preparation of Radio debates
differs considerably from the ordi•
■ i in
nary presentation.
Over the air
time is money, therefore speeches
We carry a large assortment
must be timed to the second. Each
of—
team had to submit to the broadMen's Gladstone Bags
casting company a timed brief in
Ladies' Pittted and
order that engineers
might accurately time the shifts from Boston
Unfitted Cases
to Chicago and properly dovetail
. Men's Billfolds
the speeches.
Ladies' Hand Bags
It is Interesting to note that
Professor A. Craig Baird, who was
Anid
in charge of Bates debating when
Small Leather Goods
this small New England
College
first won national recognition as a
leader in debating, is now in charge
of debating at the University of
Iowa. His former pupil at Bates,
123 Main Street,
Lewiston
Professor Brooks Quimby, has had
charge of Bates debating during the
last six years, piloting his teams to
three League championships in the
last four years. It is a fitting recognition to the college and the coaches who made Its success that Bates
AUTISTIC MEMORIALS
is chosen as the eastern represenJAMBS P. MURPHY CO., INC.
tative in this debate.
6 to 10 Betas Street,
Lewiston.
\icmb.-rs Of Teams
Telephone 1C3J-E
The members of the teams will be

Radio Debate
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First Frosh Grid
Game October 27
With Kents Hill
By NATE MIMIVRY
To Cheer leader Amrein ROCS
our bonqaot of Che week. It m he
who organised tlio rally of Thursday <•%< niiiB, which developed into
oni- Of the best to lx- hold on the
Bates campus f<>'- many years. Good
music- furnished by Charlie Povey's
band sad a little refreshing humor
supplied by the Chase House girls
and Blaster O'Xeil hade good-bye to
the drab gatherings of the past.
Today finds the Garnet footballers
back from Dartmouth
and firmly
established in their college routine.
At Hanover they sup-plied one of the
major upsets of the week and put on
a fight which turned the radio account into a glowing tribute to the
plucky Bates eleven. Nevertheless,
Coach Morey pauses to state that the
Harvard el ven was much
further
advanced
in both
offensive
and
defensive .play, despite the fact that
the local team met them
a week
earlier.
Charlie Bowser of Bowdotn stops
long enough to pick Colby to nose
out Bates for the state title. Despite
the fact that Maine and Bates have
been receiving the lions
share of
tin- national publicity,
experts arc
still figuring on the
teams
from
Waterville and
Brunswick.
Bach
team in the state is dangerous. W<
are going to see one of the best
series in years.
Imagine the surprise of Ray McCluskey to awaken
last
Monday
morning and find upon reading the
local papers that he
was to
have
been the spark plug of the Red
Raiders
offense
the
preceding
day but had failed to show up.
It
seems that Ray had not been officially informed
that he was
to see
action and had failed
to read the
local papers.
With Xotre Panic looming
into
the sixitlight again
with
another
potentially powerful team, we are
reminded or the fact that Dave Morey was
signed in 1020 to go to
South Bend as an assistant to Knute
Kocknc and as head eoach of baseball. Two weeks iH'fore be was to
report be broke
both ankles and
thus had to withdraw from his
agreement.
Nevertheless, Middlebury wanted
Morey badly enough to accept him
crutch^ and all, and he
went to
work mid moulded teams which tied
a gnat Harvard eleven
6-6,
and
which held Columbia 17-6. For the
first time Middlebury defeated Tufts,
handing two 6-0 and 26-7 wallopings to the Boston boys. Columbia
has not forgotten Morey and it is
porisibl.!- that we may see his Bates
teams on their schedule before many
years.
From Middlebury Morey went to
Auburn where he proceeded to tie
Georgia Tech 7-7 and to win from
Vamlerbilt 10-9. In 1020 bis team
surprised the world by administering a 2-0 beating to Tulane, which
that year had
one of the
finest
seams in the country. One of his star
pupils at that
institution
was a
young man named Spinks, who is
now at Bates direoting the freshmen

prodigies.

Bobkittens Practising
With Varsity—Not
Much Drilling
Having two short weeks of practice behind them, an inexperienced
group of frosh gridmen are looking
forward to the first game of the
s ason against Kents Hill on October
27 with prospects
none too
promising for a victory. The Hill school
has a strong team this year, having
beaten the Wilton iB. C, 20-0, and
having held a strong Colby freshman
team to a scoreless tie. Its unit of
veterans is likely to prove too much
for a gre'n frosh team.
The Bobkittens have been practising
with
the varsity and
have had
little
chance to perfect an offense of their
own.
Besides the Kents Hill game thTe
is only one other
contest
on the
freshman schedule, one with M.C.I,
on Nov. 10. The schedule has been
purposely shortened from those of
former years in order that less
emphasis
he placed
on
winning
games and more stress placed on
learning the fundamentals in preparation for another year.
Heading the list of backfield candidates are Paul and Merle McCluskey, brothers of Ralph
and Ray.
They are carrying
on a tradition
started by the elder
McClu6lceys,
Bates In '27.
Merle, the elder frosh brother, is
the more experienced
of the two,
having played football for Houlton
H. S. and later at M. C. I. According to reports from their hometown,
both have unusual athletic ability,
being proficient in hockey, (basketball, and baseball
besides showin
promise as football material.
Lewis, a local boy, who
played
end for L.ewiston has been converted
into a backfield man and is a likely
looking candidate. Gillis, a converted lineman who prepped at Montpelier Seminary,
Marbrell of Lawrence Academy.
Morin.
Attleboro
H. S- and Clifford,
Nashua
Prep
Academy, round out the liist of backfield men with some past experience.
Exp rience is somewhat lacking
in the line. The strongest positions
in this respect are the ends.
Sass,
Wilbraham Academy, Marcus, dishing Academy, and Dinsmore, Exeter
Academy have played more or less
at their respective prep institutions
and are counted upon by Coach Buck
Spinks to fill the wing posts.
At tackle Coach Spinks is relying
upon Hamilton,
a big
'boy from
Lynn, and Bob Haskell,
a Hebron
product. The coach is also keeping
an eye on a 205-lb. giant from New
Hampton Institute, John Baer, who
has had little experience but nevertheless, is a football
man
in the
making.
None of the guard prospects have
had any
experience
to speak
of.
Simons, Gordon, and Martin stand
out as the most capable. Loomis, a
converted
guard, seems to
have
little competition for center position.
However, Robinson
of Houlton, a
iad who has never taken part in any
sort of athletic
competition,
has
shown commendable progress in the
short time he has been on the squad
and will bear watching.

BACK

TO BATES
NIGHT OCT.

27

"Bark to Bate*" Xight, an annual feature on the campus before the opening home game in
taeh State Series, will be celebrated this year Friday, Oct. 27.
A monster rally in the gymnasium is being
planned by the
Varsity Club for this pre-Maine
game meeting. Students, faculty
iii> mini's.
and
alumni
will
galhf-r to hear a varied program, and to enjoy a |>eriod of
informality as well as the usual
refreshments.
On
Saturday
night, after the Maine game, the
Varsity Club dance will be held
in the gymnasium.
Sumner
Raymond
'34 and
Frank I'endleton '85
are the
Committee in charge
of
the
dance.
.
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By DOROTHY KIMBALL
Fall Season Activities
With the preliminary
activities
over, the fall season in athletics is
well under way. Hockey and tennis
have the largeet
registration,
but
riding, archery and hiking also have
their enthusiasts.
High School Play Day
Forty nine girls from towns neighboring to Lewiston were
present
last Saturday
as delegates
to the
Annual High School Play Day. The
schools represented were Hallowell,
Westbrook, Winthrop, Norway, Bryant's Pond, Sabattus, Gould Acad my, Lisbon Falls, and Oxford.
This Play Day was
under the
auspices
of the Women's Athletic
Association. At nine o'clock, the program started with registration of
the delegates at Rand Gym.
Then,
they were
taken
on a conduct d
tour over the college campus. The
girls were then divided into three
groups that played slug ball, hockey
cricket in rotation
and
also
did
apparatus work in the gymnasium.
Directly after lunch
which
was
served in Rand Gym at noon, a meeting was held
concerning
athletic
associations.
The
delegates
were
given instructions in starting model
associations
in
their
own
high
schools to take care of the physical
education situation. Simple constitutions that have been
made
by a
former Bates girl were given out.
Professor Walmsley had charge of
the coaches who accompanied
the
school girls, in the afternoon and
Miss Fisher in th, - morning. Part
of 'the time they
played sidewalk
tennis, and then later they watched
the younger girls in the skill tests.
Following the period
of varied
skill tests, th,? program of the Play
Day was brought to a close by a
party in iRand. Ruth Frye was the
General Chairman and she was
assisted by the following committee
chairmen: Sally Hughes, Food, and
Georgette LePage, Hospitality. Many
other Bates women assisted in making this, as it was pronounced by

Fuller, Lindholm
Bates Harriers
Badly Defeated New Members of
Student Council
by Northeastern

GARCELON NEW HEAD
OF BOSTON GARDEN
William F. Garc Ion, a graduate'
of Bates in the nineties, was elected ,
President of the Boston Garden last
week. While at Bates Mr. Garcelon
was prominent in athletic
circles.

vw*™™^*^^!
Butler Places Second- Take Place Of George graduating
he later passed the bar exams. For the
Olds
And
Powers
Majority Of Squad
past number of years
he has been
McLean, Ex-'35
practicing law. He served for a time
Lacked Practice
as graduate treasurer
of the HarThe Bates cross-country
team,
victorious for the past time
years
over Northeastern
went down
in
defeat before the
husky
harriers
last Saturday at
Franklin
Park,
Boston, by a score of 19-41.
Stimpson,
the Brockton
husky
star, led the pack from start to finish
covering the New England Course in
29 minutes, 21 3-5 sec. Bob Butler
placed second but five Northeastern
harriers finished before th - second
Bates man; Malloy, Raymond followed in the next position while Sem'tauskis and
Stetson
finished
in
eleventh and thirteenth places.
The failure of Drake
and Hammond to finish
prevented
a close
score. Raymond did fine work considering Die condition.
Being
out
with a bad ankle he had done little
running previous to the meet. The
rest of the squad
too was- handicapped by lack
of long
distanc ■
work.
Coach Thompson plans long distance running
for this week
and
faster work just before the Maine
meet. If all improve as much as le
expected during the next two weeks
Maine should find a very formidable
opponent when they come here Oct.
27.
several, the beet Play Day ever put
on at Bates College'.
Hare and Hound Chase
Last Thursday night was the Annual Hare and Hound Chase. Starting from Rand Hall at 5 o'clock, the
college girls split into two groups,
each following a different trail. The
Garnet trail was the most difficult,
if the time needed to take each one
is compared. It led down across two
fences
over the
railroad
tracks,
through the cemetery,
and thence
back up to Main St. and up the back
Stairs to Mount David. The Black
on- started in the opposite direction
across campus
to the Gym,
down
Nichols St.
and
through
several
nearby streets and up the same back
path to the summit of Mount David.
There, the supper
of hamburgers,
pickles,
doughnuts,
apples
and
coffee was serv d. Afterwards, the
girls joined in singing college songs
before the group broke up at about
six thirty P. If.
Dot Wheeler
was
the General
Chairman of the affair, and she was
assisted by the following giifc on
these committees:
Food,
Connie
Redstone, Flora MacClean, iris Provost and Muriel Underwood; Faculty. Harriet Van Stone;
Entertainment, Toby Zahn; Trails, Peg llulbert. Anna Wiggin. Virginia Marston
and Edith Milliken.
"Their (universiti s)
mission is
the double one of transmitting what
ii- fine and permanent in the tradition of the
past and present and
pioneering
into
the unknown
In
search of what is new."—Dr. Harry
Wondburn Chase, chancellor of N w
York University.

Pricher's Run
Continued from Page l
wingmen. the Bobcat foreward wan
seemed stronger than a we> k befor,
-n the stadium,
Th6 6Ummary of the game fe ^
fallows:
DARTMOUTH
"ATE,
Kuiliry. Carpenter le
re. McLpod. D. ct
Hacennan Erlom, It . . rt, Uautirr. Si It
Muhelet, Ig . ■ * Sit,
Steams. Frankel, c
c, Lindholm, Si^j.,.
Sweeney, Silvcrman, rg
"1

Glazrr. it
• 11. Carlin. Gil,,,
Arthurs re . . le, Toomey. Kr,™"
vard Athletic Association, and » at (tamp.
Stangle, Band. 4b qo. lyoivmer. Vj]...™
present vice-president of the Boston W. Clark, Towers, Hill, lhb rhb, p,°"
'Si
Kenny, Morton, rhl)
well as chairman
Ihh, Pncher,
Hedges, Deckert, Pacht, fb
fb, Dillon, I],
Seore by periods
Dartmouth ....... 0 7 o
Touchdowns — Powers, Stongte
sports has never waned. In speaking after touchdowns — Hagerman 2 ft""
Bates this year.
_t.„„
Fuller and Lindholm are members of his plans for the future he could ment).
Officials—Referee. D. L. Dale; Rn„
of the varsity football team and are gay nothing definite, wishing first to College : umpire, F. S. Bergin, Prir.,,,,,..
stu a
1
head
linesman. L. Mann. Kansas ; field jud •
very popular among
the
. f"
orient himself in his new position. J. N. Young. Time—Four 12m. p«ti.,i, *
body. Lindholm is also head of tne
"I like football, track sports, golf,
Campus Service in the Y.M.C.A.
"History in China is not repeatin.
:o:
_
| and yachting," he said. "I ibelieve an iteelf."—Sir Frederick Whyte, chief
"There are two enemies of nation-1 interest in sports is helpful to any political
adviser of
the
al unity, sectionalism and class."
Government.
person."
President Roosevelt.
The Student Council has elected
Samuel Fuller '35 of North Ccmway,
\ II and Milton Lindholm 35 of

'■■•'•!

NSNG OUTOF INK
-duo to this Vaeumatic Filler Pen Invention
ItoFds 102% Kiore Ink—Shows when to refillt

Parker's Revolutionary PenLaminated Pearl, ultra-smart and exclusive
PARKER

er

now presents an utterly revolutionary pen—

invented by a scientist at the University of Wisconsin.
A pen that gets rid of the customary rubber ink sac,—but
more, the first sacle.-.s pen to abolish piston pumps and
valves. It contains no device that will render it useless
later. It holds 102% more ink, with no increase in size!
And its ultra-smart and exclusive barrel—fully patented—is built up ring upon ring of laminated Pearl and
Jet, as shimmering as velvet, or Pearl and transparent
Amber that looks like jet till held to the light. Then you
can see the quantity of ink within—see when to refill.
This eliminates running out of ink at some critical
moment during lectures or exams.
» This "miracle pen" obsolete, all other types. It is guaranteed mechanically perfect. Go to any nearby counter.
Try it today. The Parker Pen Co., Jancsvillc, Wisconsin.

VACUMATIC FILLER

laminated Pearl or Plain Jel Pencil to /March, 13.50
Jot or Plain Transparent Pen, $5; Pencil. $2 50
ALL PURPOSE fOINT. . . KCVEH5HLE.. .WHITES TWO »ATS

<vt<&4ati/Lne

"Nationalism is self-destructive."
For the first time in
five years,
Rates bowed
to Northeastern
in —'Prof. Arnold J. Toynbee of Unicross country. The Huskies have one versity of London.
of the strongest and b*st balanced
teams that they have fielded in many gfr^^XKggi 00 81 i
years.

MERRILL & WERRER

THE

College Store
Don't Forget — The College
Store is owned and operated by
the College to servo you. We
carry a full line of Reliable
Merchandise for your convenience.
YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME
THE

BLUE

LINE

Lewiston—Rumford—rarn.tngton
l,v. Lewiston ■
7.4.-, A.M.. 12.45 P.M.. 4.85 I'M
l.v. Uumford—
7 85 A.M., 12.85 T.M.. 4.15 I'.M
l.v. I'\imiinston—
7.88 A.M.. 12.30 P.M., 4.10 l'.M

(STANDARD TIME)

|

COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
95-99 Main St.,
AUBURN, ME

/•
■

THE STORE WHERE
COLLEGE MEN
FEEL

■

iM
sensioie
k
package

AT HOME
SUITS. OVERCOATS,
SHOES, OASES
SWEATERS, and
LEATHER SPORT
JACKETS

We wanted to sell it for 10 cents
so we put Granger in a sensible soft
foil pouch—easy to carry and keeps
the tobacco just exactly right—just like
it was made.

FlanderS

Granger ... good tobacco .. .Wellman Method ... cut right ... packed
right. And there is this much about it:

Telephone 876
(i2 Court Street

Fred C. McKenney
Corner College and Sabattus Streets
WASHING AND GREASING

Auburn

We have yet to know of a

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

a sensible package

Where The Bobcats Meet

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and
Finishing Photography
New Studio
At 135 Main St.,
Lewiston,
Maine.
GROUND FLOOR

10 cents

man who started to smoke
Granger who didn't keep
on

- Folks seem to like it.

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

;er Rough Cut

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS
COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets
© 1955,

LIGGETT

& Mnu

TOBACCO CO.

— the tobacco that's MADE FOR PIPES

